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A characteristic aspect in producing Tagasode screens
   The study of designs in the motif of kosodes painted on Tagasode screens
OKUDA, Akiko
Kyoto City University of Arts
144
There exist a good many works of paintings on which a variety of garments are 
painted. They are works of paintings on folding screens called “Tagasode screens.” In 
the research process, I have realized the importance of the fact that the detail-oriented 
description is characteristic of Tagasode screens.
This unique technique consists in using stencils of certain patterns. The pictures on 
Tagasode screens were produced by using stencils instead of brushes. In this research 
paper, I worked out this problem and made it clear that the use of the technique shows 
when and how they were made.
The designs of patterns are complicated and refined, and the use of such technique 
is rare in paintings. The patterns by using stencils are similar to those of impressed 
gold foil on fabric prosperous in the Early Modern period. This ensures that the tech-
nique of dyeing articles and its patterns were diverted to the productions of Tagasode 
screens.
The style of the works is characterized by flat and decorative compositions. Great 
attention was paid to detail and brilliant color in the paintworks. Besides, the attention 
is paid not only to the pursuit of enumerating patterns, but also to the representation of 
a concrete sight. This peculiarity is common in “kinsei shoki fuuzokuga”: paintings which 
depict the daily activities and special pleasures of contemporary life which flourished in 
the Early Modern period. Ultimately, such peculiarity caused the representation of 
Tagasode screens.
Visual Communication in Advertising Illustrated 
by the Tokyo 2016 Olympic Bid. Logo.
KOSHIISHI, Maori
145
Although a large number of studies have been conducted on advertising, the study 
of visual communication in advertising has been superficial. The basic question ad-
dressed here is the interpretation of an advertisement by a viewer and its influence on 
visual communication in advertising. Thus far, little attention has been given to this 
point.
In this study, we are mainly concerned with an apt example: Tokyo 2016 Olympic 
Bid. Logo (from 10 July 2007 to the beginning of June 2008).
Chapter 1 describes the plan of Tokyo 2016. Chapter 2 deals with Olympic em-
blems, which have relevance to Tokyo 2016 Olympic Bid. Logo. There are emblems of 
1964 Tokyo, 2008 Beijing and 2012 London Olympics. Chapter 3 analyses Tokyo 2016 
Olympic Bid. Logo.
It has been clarified in this paper that (1) the plan of 1940 Tokyo Olympic by Kanou 
Jigorou (1886-1938) is the basis for the plan of Tokyo 2016; (2) to perfectly symbolize the 
plan of Tokyo 2016, its logo did not follow the latest style, such as ‘logotype’ and (3) con-
trary to Tokyo 2016’s expectation, a viewer needs to get full information of Tokyo 2016 
Olympic Bid. Logo’s motif, MIZUHIKI, to visualise the plan of Tokyo 2016.
Our considerations thus far lead to the conclusion that for making the best use of 
an advertisement, we should not disregard a viewer’s standpoint towards the advertise-
ment.
The topic that remains to be investigated in this connection is the comparison of an 
Olympic logo and an Olympic emblem in the light of visual communication.
Discussion about Dress Codes and Uniforms for Female Teachers in 
Modern Japan
: Aspects of Modernization in clothes
NAMBA, Tomoko
Ochanomizu University
146
“What clothes should female teachers wear?” This was an important matter in mod-
ern Japan. A teacher’s appearance gave expression to her taste and also a social image 
as educator. Especially, female teachers were expected to lead women to modern style 
of clothes. During the 1920-30 period, they actually put on various style of clothes, a 
classic style of Kimono, a reformed one as Hakama (like skirt, worn at the lower half of 
the Kimono), a long smock worn over a Kimono, a dress and a two-piece suit in Western 
style, and so on. 
 In this paper I explore what clothes each female teacher wore, how their clothes 
were discussed and how the dress codes and uniforms for them were established. 
First, I examine the resolution by the organization of female teachers in 1925, which 
they should have been dressed in Western style at the elementary schools of Tokyo. 
Consequently, the Western style of clothes as a modern style was not supported by 
poor and old teachers, because of great expense and a sense of beauty.
Second, I consider the discussion about fashionable Kimono in 1932, which some 
young female teachers put on. Although they were expected to be dressed in Western 
style and also to be a model of women, some preferred classic Kimono style.
And third, I study the teacher’s uniforms which were established for regulation 
against fashionable clothes and for compulsion of Western style in 1935. In fact female 
teachers’ clothes were not integrated, because their uniforms were paid by themselves, 
not supplied. As result they wore various styles of clothes according to their income, 
custom, evaluation by their surrounding, taste for dress, a sense of beauty and thinking 
of clothes.
The Exchange of aesthetic sense
   “Good Taste” and “Fuga”   
NOROTA, Junichi
Guest Researcher, Bunkyo University
147
The Japanese traditional aesthetic sense called “Fuga”, existing until the last days of 
the Tokugawa, once disappeared in the appearance of Meiji Restoration and westerniza-
tion urged by it.
But, as for the program of Universal Exhibition 1873 in Vienna, published by the 
general director of it, the officer of Meiji government translated “Guten Geschmack” in 
German (Good Taste in English, Bon goût in French) which spread in the countries in 
Europe and America into “Fuga”.
In this exhibition, only the leather made in Himeji (Shikama prefecture at that time) 
among Japanese exhibits won the Medal for Taste. Judging by the photo taken the pic-
turesque designs which were made on Himeji leather and the document about the 
names of them, This award means that “Fuga” had simplicity and refinement, which had 
been requested by the aesthetic sense called “Good Taste”.
After the exhibition, against the continuation of domestic westernization, Tsunetami 
Sano (the vice president of the Japanese government office of the exhibition who felt the 
necessity of protection and promotion of Japanese original aesthetic sense called “Fuga”) 
and his fellows worked in the Government sections in charge of museums and exhibi-
tions, systematized it as the criterion of judgment of the domestic art exhibition.
Institutionalized Chopper: Design of Harley-Davidson
MORIYAMA, Takayuki
Kyoto City University of Arts
148
　This article explored the FX models of Harley-Davidson Motorcycle Company 
(H-D) in 1970s‒80s to understand how the manufacturer took in “Chopper”, a style of 
modified motorcycles ridden by serious H-D bikers. In the first section I analyzed styl-
ing elements of Chopper. In the following sections I surveyed the process in which the 
manufacturer applied such elements to their products.
　The transition of FX models was a history that manufacturer standardized such 
a bizarre style of Chopper. In 1980s H-D divided FX models into two lines. One was 
contemporary FXR models with “FXR frame”, which developed for high-performance 
and conformability for versatile ride. Another was more Chopper-like FXST models 
with “Softail-frame”, which had its origin in prewar H-D models. I concluded this division 
altered Chopper into a standard style of motorcycles which ranked H-D as an originator. 
In addition, H-D opened the way for a new enjoyment of customizing motorcycles.
　I think design become more public through an interaction between activities of 
designers, manufacturers, and customers as “groups”, not as “mass”, with diverse values 
and lifestyles. We need to think of design which appeals to such groups. It seems rea-
sonable to expect that “a symbiosis between such subcultures and marketing institu-
tions” is very important for design in our post mass-production era.
The Exhibitions of the war posters in the First World War 
and the ‘tanka’ style poster in Japan
MIYAJIMA, Hisao
149
In 1920’s, the ‘Taisho Period’, three exhibitions of the war posters in the First World 
War were hold in Osaka and Tokyo: the first two exhibitions hold by the newspaper 
company ‘Asahi Shinbun Sha’ and ‘Yomiuri Shinbun Sha’ and the third one of GOTO 
Shinpei Collection. The exhibition by the ‘Asahi Shinbun Sha’ included posters made in 
the European countries and the United States, which were gathered by the company, 
but the second by the ‘Yomiuri Shinbun Sha’ included also many kinds of items for ex-
amples, panphlets, post cards, covers of books, poster-stamps etc., besides posters, which 
were collected by journalist MORITA Bunji during his stay in Germany. After the exhi-
bitions two books were published: “The War Posters in the First World War” by ‘Asahi 
Shinbun Sha’ and “Posters” by the ‘Kogen-kai’, the artists association of avant-garde 
Japanese paintings, but the both were not documents of the exhibitions in the strict 
sense of the word. The paper reconstructed the contents of the exhibitions by the cur-
rent newspapers.
The exhibitions had given very strong impact on the Japanese people: especially the 
German expressionist posters impressed art critics, like SUGAWARA Kyouzou and 
UCHIDA Roan, though the American drafting posters of popular, charming girls were 
prefered by many Japanese citizen. But designers, like MUROTA Kurazou, were inter-
ested in the German ‘Sachplakat’, objective posters by Lucian Bernhard and developed 
themselves one to the ‘tanka’ poster of flat and simple cut styles. Hereafter the Japanese 
designers made often posters by the style, especially for entry to competitions of com-
mercial poster design in the 1930’s.
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